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~tis right for poetry to be 
indistinguishable from what is 
foreseen but not yet formulated ... 

Rene Char 



Lady of Shallot 

She has slipped the eve of iron and flagstone 
--mad hours lost in Tennyson ' s tower 
to Waterhouse, who calms the river 
embracing twilight in mauve decay. 

And to the swallows: Sarowhistle, Sarowind . 

Her boat rests heavy against the rushes 
bearing Christ enshrined in prowlit shadows, 
A waxen death for dogwood and embroidered quilt 5 

bleeding rose upon the lillies . 

And to the swallows : Sarowhistle, Sarowind. 

Coarse and ragged from her crown 
tresses wrung like hemp 
whisper in waiting, teasing 
at the folds of teal and saffron. 

And to the swallows: Sarowhistle , Sarowind . 

For beyond blind eye , her vision ' s 
thick tapestry twists 
among the rosaries and beasts , 
caught in the jute of melancholy and dusk . 

And to the swal l ows: Sarowhistle , Sarowind. 

Meggett Lavin 
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in a gold fragment crystal 

the reflection 
of torn jeans 
~f handmedown 
in bed 
With 
building 
blocks 
ana 
coloured 
Clay 
ana 
a doll 
Who h as no eyes 
ana i· . ies in a sandbox 
Waiting 
for 
the 
night 
to 
ena 
ana 

there are jungle-gyms to play on 
roller- skates to ride 
pretend you are a giant 
and there is no place to hide. 

Elizabeth Tutnauer 
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My body 
like the morning 
awakens the day , 
beads 
running off my skin . 

Bathed 
in the evergreen 
of richly told lies 

I 
clothe my
self 
with the essence 
of yesterday . 

/newly washed wares 
of silver & steel/. 

Like towers I leap 
to wish the morning 
into noon . 

/in spacious colours 
and taxi cab 
drivers, 
I 
am the 
city; 
ride me/. 



I, like the jazz man, eat 
my lunch 
at three. 

And 
I am 
the evening. 
Like the flash 
of a picture 

/sing a song of energy; 
a pocket full/. 

And like him, 
I'm 
alone. 

/when sununer sets 
stop your 
glory picking; 
come on 
home 
to sleep/. 

Elizabeth Tutnauer 
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Just Before Morning 

The ring of a bell is a sound 
that we remember at the edge 
of evening when sleep leaves 
for a moment to fill an empty 
glass with the endings of dreams. 

Dreams have the ring of pebbles 
collecting in water, have the coating 
of rain in a single window . 
Each sill and drape allows light 
into memory, illumes the glass 
of eyes that see how lightly lies 

this sleep . Just before morning, 
it is easy to dream of being awake , 
is easy to imagine any one sitting 
in that oak rocker reading this poem, 
being lead to light and the sound of light. 

Lisa DePasquale 
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Deponent 

Scintillation among the leaf, 
There the deponent . 
Do not lose me in your escape 
I, your inamorata , your cat ' s paw . 

Diamonds dispersed 
Cling to pane, til dissemination , 
Clear Whispers, 
Consolation for the essence 
Do not lose me in your departure , 
Keep me , Keep me in your haste . 

Smoker ' s room 
With steely shafts of gray, 
Whose appendages engulf 
Lost Occupants 
With their blank weariness, 
And they are 
Lost, 
But do not lose me when you are free, 
Do not lose me. 

Writer ' s room 
Impending bridge I cannot cross 
Leading to release 
By words long since passed . 
Stubborn words . 
Useless words 



t:::, 

And the window ' s glare, 
'A reflection of the room behind me , 
And the reflection of myself before me, 
And the diamonds dispersed 
Disseminate with the freedom , 
And with your love. 
Do not lose me with your shackles cast, 
Keep me , Keep me in your haste. 

Noel Ellis 



For My Mother 

Sometimes 
as early as six o'clock in the morning 
you wake me with your smoker's coughing 
and always 
I hear your heavy plodding 
to the bathroom 
to the kitchen, 
the water pouring into the brown 
coffee pot for boiling 
dried dishes smacking together 
as you put them away 
the refrigerator slapping shut 
and then I slip back into sleep 
to wake an hour later and find 
that you have left the milk out again 
and it has grown warm. 

You love the warmth 
hot summers, you sta'y in the sun too long 
let your skin turn Indian black 
forget about wrinkles and cancer 
drink white wine till you sweat it 
through your pores 
and dream of leaving Roanoke to live 
in Mexico 
with your two daughters 
three women dancing free 
not bound by mountains 
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because mountains remind you that once 
you found claustrophobia in a plane 
somewhere above Arizona 
and you cried like a child 
because he followed you home 
and haunted you for weeks 
until you broke all the ti es around you 
and set yourself free 
but the mountains still remind you. 

I remember 
when I was about twelve 
I l earned that I could talk to you 
that you could read me like you read 
Colette and Virginia Woolf 
and I understand 

We are of the same blood . 
eighteen years ago 
you woke me to the 
morning. 

Rachel Frazier 
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Stoneman 

I watched them wedge together 
your boulder torso: 
angels choked your fire of rock . 
Squeezed through orange/white/gray dens ities , 
You were finally cool enough for 
the Stonecutter ' s chisel . 

You remained stone-still 
amid a blizzard of chalky dust 
as the Stonecutter flailed away at 
bloodless mineral . Only your purple 
rock veins blemished the milk-white 
dreams of Italian sculptors. 

I tried to comfort you: 
stone does not resent the chisel . 
By it , stone can be smashed in violence 
but never commanded to perform. 
I mark the years with 
Your mica-flecked eyes. 

Elise Falkin 
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Underlying 

Why must you file up and down in and out the jagged 
edges of 

my broken circle of madness that emanates truth at 
all points? 

Laughing in a whirlwind of light-hearted lines I plaY 
my walk-on part, 

In seconds my mask slips : I'm forever a tragic heroine• 

We sleep. You throw your leg over my leg. I move . 
You stretch further 

for me . I sit up and scream, "stop chasing me across 
the bed ." 

Smiles collapse like bridges that fold over mud, 
sinking into sunk 

and teeth feel no pain . The tears rush the smiles 
drowning dams. 

You tell me the essence of life is in and out: 
learning, love-making, 

breathing. At the restaurant you storm out the in door• 

Elise Falki 11 
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Dear 

Dear: Yesterday I received your letter. I am holding 
i~.up and waving it in front of me to let your voice 
c lmb on the air . In this, I have but a partial 
~omplaint . I wish for you to sit close and speak 
h0 .me . Yet, your letter-sounds are like strands of 
t~lr on which you play for me to write by . Sometimes 
. ough , I think that these words rewrite themselves 
1n th · h e1r envelope from me to you. I am sure that is 
~ Y what I say returns in hollow disarray . I say , 
:he geranium in my window is pregnant with flowers 

: 1nce Yesterday." You return belated with "Times are 
kard . I hope all goes well with you ." If I needed to 

~ow that, I would never describe to you what my 
W~ndow brings. Here in this chair, I now hold a 
:h~le complaint in my hands which barely fits into 
flls envelope . I say , "Tomorrow I will count six 
bowers against the glass ." When you return, I will 
e here . Ever yours 

Lisa DePasquale 
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Up To This Time 

The door in the wine cellar hangs 
on a single hinge, slanting light. 
The walls are shelves , holding 
old cans, wrinkled seed packages, 
piles of keys. The single window 
fractures the sun into jagged 
beams which cut my feet . 

In this cellar, my grandfather 
pressed the old days with wrinkled 
grape feet. When the l:x:>ttles were 
full, he took me down to stare 
at them, to see my small face 
reflected in the dark green glass. 

Now, this place , a cupl:x:>ard 
overturned on the floor, 
a tangle of paper, coats, and shoes 
bottles only disuse. 
Even the dusty grey hat I followed 
down stairs every sunday 
has been misplaced. 

Here was the only room where 
he did not watch others speak, cry , 
or eat . He stepped down and in, 
leading me by the wrist. 
He sat in the chair , pointed 
to the dim pictures of his brothers. 



> 

The room holds l ittle now , the rest 
dismantled among aunts and cousins. 
Yet, I am always walking here , 
not looking for remains , 
but waiting for the bottoms 
of my feet to bleed upon 
my grandfather ' s grey footprints. 

Lisa DePasquale 

Things to Bring Back from the Woods 
for Rachel 

Acorns by the thousands 
If you ' ve any need for acorns; 
Wintergreen and sassafras 
To brew a woodland tea; 
Cold-fired maple leaves 
To look at, and drop somewhere; 
Spikes of sumac berries 
Tart scarlet with summer ' s end; 
And a picture of you , 
Sitting crosslegged under pines. 

Gordon Landis 
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Horizontal 

Words are pain charged electric as lightning. 
From the narrow grave a tree grows, lightening 

the soil with strange air from the outside. 
1 Walk in barren fields ringed by trees outside 

this periphery. Maybe I will see the plot 
that will be the most fertile. These musings plot 

to Plan garden arrangements of words. 
My mother when she is crying, she words 

everything in stanzas of tears. The sight 
brings speech to a close. My eyes are sight 

0 nly for trees and fields. She does not want 
to visit me here on Sundays. For want 

of space, this eulogy will be the last to pain 
her. The horizontal is the use of pain. 

Lisa DePasquale 
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The Men's Room 

One by one they emerge , 
scores of them, 
from a Men's Room in 
the New Haven train station. 
Scores of men 
as I stand here for hours. 
I can't help but marvel. 
I never see them go in. 
Exit after exit 
without corollary entrances. 

Where do they come from 
I wonder as 
another one comes out 
momentarily startled 
blinking his eyes as 
if to erase the evidence 
of what goes on there 
before one comes out. 
He shuffles by as if 
he has known this world always . 

Thi s is something new 
I think to myself . 
A sort of spontaneous creation, 
mysterious silo fires reversed, 
a novel process of production 
unknown to conventional circles, 
a passage as yet unwritten. 
I am on to something here. 
Baby boys may be born but 
men are made in rooms like this. 
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!'IY head spins . 
Epiphany is exhausting. 
Knowing my time has come, 
undaunted by propriety, 
I'm ready to go in just 
as a voice announces the New York train. 
The man I know comes toward me. 
I smile at him knowingly 
as we leave the New Haven train station . 

Lisa Robertson 

Orphan 

Weighing my value 
in pounds , or bruises 

inflicted on cold nights -
laying with men who warm me 
like undarned socks , 
priding myself ••• 
I did not cry. 

Lighting a cigarette 
I watch his body sleep . 

Marjorie Briody 
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Storage 

A friend of mine is rehearsing for old age. 
She wears leopard print scarves ar~und her neck 
and her hair is masterfully arranged to create 
an illusion of greyness. 

A friend of mine is rehearsing for old age. 
She practices pensiveness and her eyes 
are set in a look of amused tolerance. 
She is twenty-one although that is no obstacle. 

A friend of mine is rehearsing for old age. 
"Better now while I have the energy," she says. 
"Old age is seldomly done gracefully these days." 
And she has a point. 

A friend of mine is rehearsing for old age. 
"One way," she says, "of avoiding the tiring imperative 
of love, marriage, and child-bearing." I agree but thilll< 
this has gone too far. 

At times, I have walked outside and imagined 
sunlight seeping through my skin to find 
storage in some interior body cell. 
A friend of mine is rehearsing for old age. 

Lisa Robertson 
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Faces in the Grass 

As we have learned, class, or as we should have 
learned (things never being what they seem), there are no 
beginnings , and no endings ; there is only the limitless 
middleground, the mediocre medium from which we build, or 
attempt to build , the middlesized, middleclass melodrama 
of our lives , a moot point which we see too closely to 
discern. We are too stupid to see it . We clean our 
windows , free them from dust , rain streaks , from cobwebs 
and clinging vines of all types, but we have spent so 
much time watching our own hands wielding the damp cloth 
that we have never really looked through the window; we 
have looked at the glass, and seen our own reflection in 
pale , weightless colorlessness , and so on . But we have 
not , in essence, seen anything else . The only way to 
really see is to take notes; I suggest that you take noteS• 

Laura, on the other hand, is a woman who can see not d 
only the cloth, the hand, and the reflection, but the warl 
outside the window as well: a world of tiger-colored 
jungles , twisted foliage, perverted winds , a world in whiC~ 
things seen are not seen at all, and things unseen are 
constantly viewed. It is like those cartoon drawings in 
which we are obliged to find the outlines of five grazin9 
elephants in the Mona Lisa , and so on. Laura considers 

5
, 

herself, and rightly so, an expert at picking out elephant 
For our purposes, we also may consider her an expert at 
picking out elephants. These are terms that will suffice 
for us, definition-wise . 

This we can tell simply by looking at her, as she 
sits at the table; her body follows the metallic lines of 
the chair , sharply folded at the middle like an exactin9 
precision instrument. If there are any elephants hidden 
in her kitchen, gently swathed in the spidery fronds of 
the hanging plants, bent into the corners of her wallpape'' 
Laura will be the first to find them there. 
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ma h'On the table before her , fallen victim to the 
ca~ inelike manipulations of her red-scaled fingers, is a 
aniendar that denotes the months of the year as different 
is mals : July, wide-open and slightly bent in her grasp, 
eyea dull-faced marmoset. Its bursting-brown, overlarge 
thes seem to eloquently express, without verbalization, 
"Do ~es sage printed across the bot tom of the photo: 

n t ask me , I only work here." 
Pas .Laura is not interested in the message , but in the 
liksing of days, numbered squares that unravel in her mind 
tea~ a long , honey-colored ribbon of photographic negatives, 
tanay for developing. Perhaps she selects a date at 
som 0

~ to imprison within a blue ink circle, or perhaps 
Whie intuition, some automatic inner computerization, 
we spers that "this is the date . " Whether this or no, 
tiesee that her pen has moved; has , in effect , begun to 

the future to paper . 
SPot Laura perceives the room around her as a series of 
nea s.or splotches, reinforcing our supposition that 
evetsightedness is the inspiration of impressionism: 
by nhwhen she squints , the oven is a brown smudge invaded 
Shec tome, the floor an inept pattern of fuzzy squares. 
myst~an see the smoke of Robert's cigarette seeping 
b1a ~ca11y around a corner that is marshmallow soft, 
core -and-white-console unclear. Beyond that candy 
matn~:· Robert has become one with his chair, stripes 
fabc·ing stripes, trousers merging into sofa cushions, 
~ew~ic a:ms supporting flesh arms supporting yesterday's 
~ · His cigarette is dangling from his mouth, a tiny 
Obs e telescope through which he can taste as well as 
Pti~~ve the grittiness of death . When he turns the 

b 

Of p ed Pages, his movement is orchestrated by the crunch 
stif;P~r'. the groaning of old springs , and the snap of 
him .Joints. Laura can imagine him , can see and hear 
taieWithout being there, simply by virtue of her great 
Pic~~t, the same talent that she finds so useful in 

"'ing her out the elephants . To see better, she closes 
eyes, denying the dusty merging of forms that sum up 
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her nearsightedness. When she cannot see at all, she 
sees best. He turns a page , she blinks, and the communica' 
tion forged between them is shattered ; eyes wide open , 
Laura communicates now only with herself , feeli ng the 
mysterious surgings and rumblings of her own body. She 
flips back the calendar pages to November . A timid doe d 
stares at her through a curtain of green and sun-splotche 
foliage , and says , "Today Is The First Day of the Rest of 
Your Life." 

As Laura regards it, smiles at it, we think that 
perhaps we can see a glimmer of fullness at the edges of. 
her eyes ; all doubt disappears as glowing wet prisms begin 
a stately parade across her cheeks, coming to rest at the 
corners of her lips, as though to reunite with the very 
essence of her "self," to become one once again with the 
body that created and expelled them. Her eyes redden as 
though by osmosis , draining life from her veins. 

Together with Laura we hear the doorbell; through he! 
ears the sound is pristine and clear, a sharp comparison 
to her wobbly vision . She draws a finger beneath each of 
her eyes , drying them; the doorbell rings again; she 
grasps a doorknob that is a gold blur superimposed upon tne 
woody maple blur of the door , and lets the woman in. 

We might wonder, from our perspective, whether this 
decision is a good or bad one , this act of allowing the es 
woman to enter the room so easily ; especially since speck1 

of sunlight fall through the door before and behind and 
around her, splattering Laura's hanging plants with gold • 

The woman enters, a blur of yellow-orange-yellow , ! 
and embraces Laura with her meaty arms . She steps back fO 
a moment , and her face becomes a white crescent marked bY 
distant , moon-like features. 

"Honey," she says , "your eyes look pretty red . Do 
you have a sunburn? Been out in the sun too long?" 

She flops fluidly into a chair like a scoop of ice 
cream falling into a cone . Laura reaches for the counteri 
her fingers touch the familiar plastic springiness of her 
glasses , folded on the white formica like a delicate shell 
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strand d . 
the· e in an immensity of barren sandunes. She severs 
their cross-legged posture, twisting them open and placing 
outrn on her nose; like an illusion in a magic show, the 
an er fog merges into a picture of a blond haired woman in 
theo~~nge tee-shirt and yellow, skinlike s lacks seated at 
Rob itchen table. A cigarette not unlike the one that 
Worner: holds in her mental imagery, is poised at the 

ans 1· Unf 1 . ips, ready to be smoked , but unlit and therefore 
u filled. 

"No 11 

bee , Laura says, "I don't have a sunburn. Haven't 
n out in the sun at all." 

Cha· She sits opposite the blond woman, at the edge of the 
tr a b · d · tirn ' ir perched precariously upon a slender twig of 

anae. The woman looks for an ash tray, does not find one , 
Lau so flicks the unlit cigarette into a coffee cup. 
aga:a reaches for the calendar, hugs it to her, cradles it 
aga7nst her chest. She removes her glasses so that once 

in the world sinks into an eternal background 
"L can, ~ur a , " the blond woman says, "what's wrong? You 

You: hide it from me, chicky. You can tell me anything, 
tou hnow. Can't you?" She reaches out a pale hand to 
Per~e·Laura's arm; through her twilit dimness, Laura 
swan ives the hand as the neck of an anemic, featherless 

', and draws away. 
'Oh II it. , she says , so softly that we almost cannot hear 

so~n~urely the blond woman does not hear it , that pathetic 
her 

1
'. for she only places another unlit citarette between 
1Ps and sighs quite loudly . 

no i Laura looks up, seems to see that her sound has made 
mpression , and says it again, louder this time: "oh." 

conf S~e rises and feels her way, through the geometric 
c01dusion of her own kitchen, to the sink; she lets the 
ShaftWater run. Cold water , when it runs, looks like a 
Laur of glass growing down from the faucet to the drain; 
illua·thrusts her wrist through the shaft, destroys our 
9la

8
81~n, finds the water cold enough. Catches liquid 

int~ 1 n a real glass , and drinks it. Drinks down courage 
e water. 

31 
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"I lost the baby," she says. 
Time, frozen : a blown glass sculpture on the edge 

of a shelf, an abyss, a silent moment above which we han9 
suspended on a fine line . Like the incomplete motion of a 
pencil on a blank sheet of paper , two women are turned to 
chess pieces locked in some unfinished strategy. 

"I ' m so sorry , " the blond woman intones, and defiles 
the sanctity of our timeless time . Perhaps she feels that 
her reaction is inadequate; so she lights her cigarette , 
"Oh, honey , when did it happen?" 

Laura ' s face cool , composed. "This morning," she 
says. 

"It must have been a terrible experience for you , " 
the blond woman continues . Then she lowers her voice , 
stares meaningfully at the corner behind which Robert sitSt 
in his chair . "Have you told him?" she whispers . "He mus 
be so upset for you . " 

"Yes," Laura says . 
clings to it, thinks she 
eye in the leaves of one 
she seen that before? 

She leans against the counter, 
sees the shape of a nose and an 
of her hanging plants. Where has 

"What are you going to do?" 
Laura shrugs . "Well, I ' m going to join this grouP• 

It's a group for women who've lost their children . " 
"That sounds like a good idea," the blond woman says• 

She crushes the lit cigarette into the coffee cup. "But 
isn't that a little extreme, chicky? I mean," she says, 
"you haven't really lost a child. Not in the truest sense 
of the word." 

"I have," Laura says . "If you ask me, I have." 
"Well, whatever you think is best, chicky . It's up 

to you." 
"It was a child," Laura says, "I saw it. It was a 

boy." 
The woman in blond laughs, turning her face to a 

charicature of itself. "What was its name?" she wonders• 
She laughs again, lights another cigarette . Waits for the 
punch line. The sort of person who thinks of a park 
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bench as a place to stop and tie her shoe . 
"It I . snot funny," Laura says. The s hoe is untied. 

to b Th7 ?lond woman realizes that she is in no pl ace 
. e t1e1ng her shoes. "I'm sorry," she says , "it's 
Just I was so flabbergasted, chicky. I didn't mean it." 

"I c know," Laura says ; even with her glasses off she 
t~:· as we have seen, perceive hidden knowledge, even in 

obscure crevices of a blurred blond brain. 
"H oney, you never know what we can and can't see," 

the blond says. 
"I saw it," Laura insists. "It was a boy ." 

t· She fills her glass with water again and stands on 
. lPtoe, eye-to-leaf w1'th 1 h · b th · d ln . a p ant ang1ng a ove e win ow 
at a green plastic pot. She inhales the scent of soil 
se the Plant's source as the water is absorbed, sees a 
th~ret.design in roots that are beginning to push up above 
not so11 . She glances at the woman behind her, does 

see her, we think, so that she must turn around again . 
"I "b don't mean to leave you," she says politely, 

Onut I really have to go. I'm already late for my meeting." 
tree again, her right eye produces a tear that begins to 
draverse the slope of her cheek; but her left eye remains 

Y. 
"Oh " me , the blond woman says , "I understand. Believe 

h I Understand. You go right ahead." She melts into 
w~r chair a bit more, signaling a compromise between 

Od and flesh. 
"H Laura looks around ; begins to appear confused. 

ave You seen my purse?" she asks . 
he "Oh, honey, here it is. Right here. It was right 

re Under your nose all the time." 
not Laura takes the purse cautiously, as though she is 
it .sure , until her fingers touch the leather, whether 
takls really her purse or some strange purse that has 

en up residence in her home. 
wo "Thank you," she says . "Thank you so much." Her 

rds flow together, become a kaleidoscope of gratitude. 
"It I s nothing." 
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Laura stands with her ha nd on the doorknob ; suddenlY 
doubt deposits a residue of rear upon her features . The 
blond woman looks up . 

"Go , go ," she urges . "Don ' t be late, chicky . 
Wouldn ' t want you to be late ." 

Laura smiles and opens the door ; the sun rushes in , 
turns her to a charcoal silhouette , so that as she leaves 
her straight back is a geometric construction parallel 
to the stiff right angles of the door. butt 

The blond woman stares after her , then flicks the 
of her cigarette into the coffee cup . The silence of the 
empty kitchen seems to settle around her like a cloud of 
soft milkweed seeds , and she traces the pattern of the 
linoleum with her sneaker. 

"Laura?" 
"I'm not Laura, chicky . Not by a long shot ." 
Robert has emerged from behind his corner . " I s 

gone?" he asks . 
"Do you see her?" 
He stands before the table hesitantly , a small man 

made smaller because his hands are hidden in his pockets • 
She considers him . 

"It ' s not your fault," she says. " It ' s nobody's 
fault , honey . That ' s life . As they say. " 

"Yes," he agrees , "that ' s life ." He seems more at 
ease, sits down and rests his elbows on the table . 

"There ' s always next time . " 
"Yes , " he s ays , " there ' s always next time . " He take

5 

out a pack of cigarettes , and offers her one . 
"Oh , no thank you , " she says , "I don ' t smoke . It 

must have been so hard for her . For Laura I mean . " ·ofl 
"She was quite disappointed. More than the situatl 

. t I th. k II ) mer1 s , 1n . ~r 
There is a stretch of silence , punctuated by an unas 

question . Then , "I think that ' s pretty cold of you," the 
blond woman says politely . 

Robert begins to laugh ; he laughs so we can see that 
his full being is a part of the laugh, all his inner 
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:~tkings are behind and ins ide it, every nerve and synapse 
a ert to the humor of the blond woman ' s r emark. 

You , "You ; r e jus t like her," he says. "Just like her. 
Off ~e all the same . Dramatic women . Off the walls . 
With he d7ep e nd . Every time. " Hi s laugh stops short 
cont a sl ight gasp , as though he has only a minimum of 

ro1 over it. 
"y 
11 

ou ' re not very funny , " she says. 
is h Oh , come on now," Robert says , "one negative r eport 
rep ~tdly the end o f t he world . Hey , a rabbit got a 

rieve " . . der . . · He yawns , hi s mouth forming a tawny "O" of 
1s1on COff · He s t ands , shrugs . "Would you like a cup of 
ee or something? " 

the bThe blond woman looks up at him; hi s face , framed by 
Ole ackdrop of a weightless spider p l ant , seems benev

nt ;, almost childli ke , softened by the greenness. 
Woui Yes , ch icky ," she says , " that would be nice. That 

d be very nice indeed ." 
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